What is the Sai Shakti Ancient Knowledge
“You have to drink the immortal liquid of the knowledge. Forever and ever it’s the real happiness,
the real high spiritual vibrations.” -Sri Kaleshwar
Sai Shakti Knowledge comes from ancient palm leaf manuscripts of India and was brought
forward in this time by Sri Kaleshwar. These palm leaf manuscripts were written thousands
of years ago by Rishis (powerful Saints) who received the information directly from the
Divine Mother.
Some of these precious manuscripts have been lost or destroyed. Others were held in secret
for many generations. It was part of Sri Kaleshwar’s mission to ensure that the ancient divine
formulas and truth from the palm leaf manuscripts be used to bring enlightenment in this
time. In Kaleshwar’s words:
“It’s the time to change the globe’s belief system so the coming generations know the ancient
formulas that already exist. To know the ancient sculptures, the power stones, power objects, and
belief systems from thousands of years back. They researched and wrote many books about the
hidden truth. The whole globe is waiting for this information, these mechanisms; the globe
deserves to learn about this.”
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The Sai Shakti Knowledge not only contains the hidden ancient truths known only to the
Sages, it prescribes direct channels to enlightenment. These enlightenment channels use
precise Mantra (divine vibrational prayer) and Yantra (sacred diagrams) formulas for
purifying, connecting, and empowering divine energy in you. They protect you from
negativity, grow your soul’s divinity, and connect you to the infinity.
There are many teachers and mantras, but what is the right knowledge to take you to
enlightenment? Knowledge is a huge ocean. You can never drink it all. You need to know the
right drops to drink to connect to the divine energy. The ancient Saints wrote those precious
drops in the palm leaf manuscripts. Sri Kaleshwar has distilled those drops into the Sai
Shakti Knowledge.
By learning the Sai Shakti Knowledge, step by step you advance your consciousness and
connection to divine energy. You begin to understand how karma and illusion (Maya) play
on you (through the Five Elements, Vaastu, Kala, Datta Kriya, Sri Chakra and Womb
Chakra). But more than this, you learn how to transcend Maya’s play to gain enlightened
states of consciousness (through empowering the 3rd eye, Brahma Consciousness, Holy
Womb Chakra, Surya Nadi, Chandra Nadi, Heart Chakra, and through Paramashiva Yoga
steps of soul advancement and washing your blocks). Further, you learn how work within
the Maya to advance your soul, connect to the Divine Mother, Angels, Divine Souls, and
miracle and siddhic energies, conduct healings, and engage the miraculous yogic channels of
the ancient Saints like Jesus Christ, and Shirdi Baba.
This list is a taste of the immortal nectar the ancient Sai Shakti Knowledge has within it.

The Five Elements
This Five Elements are the basis of all creation. This knowledge awakens your divine
channels to everything that is and is the foundation for a balanced life, divine healing
practices and a connection to miracle energies.
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Holy Womb Chakra Process
The Holy Womb Chakra is a divine creation point within us, a connection to the Divine
Mother, and a resting place of our soul energy. Through the purified womb chakra we can
connect to the Divine Feminine energy that created all things. You can: heal broken
heartedness; help build union energy in relationships; heal the effects of negative
relationships and attraction; heal negative sexual experiences and abuse; heal some chronic
illnesses; help parents to create the highest divine energies for their child during conception
and pregnancy; and pull the Divine Feminine energy to charge your soul

Kaleshwara Vaastu
Vaastu is the ancient science of how the Five Elements energies effect on us through structures
and spaces. Through implementing the principles of Vaastu we bring harmony to the
natural energies that govern our lives.

Sri Chakra
The Sri Chakra is the soul diagram of Mother Divine. Through Sri Chakra Processes You
Can: magnetize your life to be gift to the world; access divine abundance and prosperity;
access the siddhic powers that kill negativity; contact the deep silence and miracle energies;
build connection to the Healing powers; connect to divine birthing energies; and prepare for
Mother Divine darshan (seeing the Mother with your open eyes).

Paramashiva Yoga
Paramashiva Yoga accesses this energy of Shiva to create new divine energy in you to move
through stages of the illusion and progress your soul. These practices move the soul though
handling negative spirits, and attracting the angels and divine souls to connect to the Divine
Mother.
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JC Channels
The JC (Jesus Christ) Channels were taught and practiced by Jesus.

Charging the JC

Channels, brings you to an understanding the mechanisms of reality, life and death, soul
energies, and miracle energies. These channels are the key to accessing and growing your soul
capacity to perform the highest miracles.

The teachings of the JC channels include the

powerful JC Yantra. It is Jesus' soul yantra and symbol to win all the divine channels.

Datta-Kriya
Datta Kriya is the action of Dattatreya-- the actions of handling the Illusion. Though the
knowledge of Datta Kriya and charging these channels you gain your highest pathway
through the illusions and karmas of life. As well, you gain a valuable tool to protect yourself
from depression, heartbreak, and curses or evil spirits, You also gain clarity and willpower,
awaken your spark and inspiration, and gain the abilities to help someone suffering under
the influence of dark energies.

Surya / Chandra Nadi
Surya Nadi
The Surya Nadi Process is a powerful enlightenment process that grows the divine spark in
you to achieve higher state of consciousness and become a strong healer.
Chandra Nadi
In the Chandra Nadi Process, you're developing pure, pure stitha pregnatha ananda--bliss. So
you won't feel a big illusion when it wants to flow on you. You become the high, strong
divine soul and can give the happiness and healing around you.
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Kala Chakra
Kala Chakra addresses the effects of external and internal cycles of time on soul development.
Our chronological age and the rate of turnover of the cells within our bodies govern our
growth and death timing. The mantra and yantra practices of the Kala Chakra provide huge
protection circles and free us from limiting astrology and numerology, and painful family
and ancestral patterns. Additional practices connect our soul’s knowledge to our mind and
connect our soul’s dharma (divine work) to the world.

To read more about some of the Ancient Knowledge, and the Mantra-Yantra Systems, you can visit
the links after this article on the Sai Shakti Teacher web page to see Sri Kaleshwar’s Website sections
on “Teachings” and the Sri Kaleshwar bookstore books, and transcripts.
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